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The Newsletter of the Epping Forest Conservation Volunteers
Please send any comments or contributions to the editor, Mark Solomons, at msolomons@msn.com

To see this newsletter online and in full colour, visit http://www.efcv.co.uk
The website also provides more information on tasks and events, campaigns and forest news.
For information regarding EFCV contact Brian McGhie (01992 573514) or Kevin Mason (020 8529 9273)/ efcv2@yahoo.co.uk

Dates for your diary - Xmas dinner! See the noticeboard
Cover: Young deer on Gas Ride by Spencer Cleminson

Another newsletter, another rant. Let me
start with a subject I have held back on since
I became chairman. Mountain bikers! Not
all mountain bikers are bad, many cycle on
surfaced paths, follow the cycling code of
conduct and respect other users and that is to
be applauded. Bikers who cause damage
through genuine ignorance of the sensitive
nature of the forest floor can be forgiven, but
it is the bikers who do not care about the
natural habitat or other users that I resent. I
know I am not alone. Visitor surveys often
highlight concern of the perils of unexpected
meetings with mountain bikers riding “off
piste” over sensitive areas of the forest. It is
most disheartening for me personally when
despite warning signs at task sites, bikers
charge through as if they own the place.
The damage done by mountain bikers is
obvious in many places. The Furze Ground
is a prime example. There is a bike track
running through the heather and someone
has made a mini mountain bike course
nearby, breaking forest bylaws.
SSSI
notification specifies operations likely to
damage the special interest include
“recreation or other activities likely to
damage the flora and fauna.” Unfortunately,
there appears to be nothing that the CoL
Corp. can do to stop bikers going where they
like. There is an open access policy which
ties their hands.
Epping Forest is an
important recreational resource, but an
increasing and more mobile human
population will inevitably turn it into a
playground where nature and the natural
environment takes second place.
As I have said before, most of the British
public seem to love trees. Trees are often
viewed as sacrosanct. Trouble is there are
too many trees in certain parts of Epping
Forest. Lack of management in the past has
allowed shrub to turn into secondary
woodland and birch invaded the open heaths
and plains many years ago. All volunteers

are familiar with what seems to be our “raison
d’etre” in tackling shrub and birch. Recent
research has made me realise that boggy areas
within the forest are very important,
especially for some locally rare or scarce flora
contained in them. However, some bogs have
been lost due to shading and drying out by,
guess what, too many trees! EFCV have done
excellent work in the past on bog sites. In
fact, the only work!
EFCV can only do so much. We can let more
light into these bog sites by removing small
and medium sized trees, pulling up invading
bracken and bramble and lopping off
overhanging branches with our new pole
saws, but some young but big hornbeams and
oaks which cast a lot of shade and suck up
vast amounts of water are beyond our remit.
The felling and removal of these trees must be
carried out by the woodland gang based at the
Warren. The interesting vegetation present in
bog sites can only spread by allowing more
light into the space they occupy. The extra
water not sucked up by the big trees after
felling would be a bonus. An example of the
benefits of more light was noted at the Jack’s
Hill Bog South task, when approx. 30
dragonflies appeared and began hunting over
the opened-up areas. The diversity in many
areas of the forest would be improved with
more light. The narrower parts of the Ching
near Barn Hoppit for example. The EFCV
and the forest need some help from the
Warren. Now please!
Brian McGhie

SALT MARSH PRESERVATION - TWO TREE ISLAND
Our annual summer task at Two Tree Island
this year was also the last we did under the
auspices of our friend, Mark Bridges. Here,
Spencer Cleminson, pays tribute:

(with Stephen) were soon up to their knees in the
mud (along with the crabs) and quickly began
positioning faggots along and across the creeks.
This reduces erosion caused by the incoming tide
and, over time, allows a build-up of silt to enable
It was a time of mixed emotions when a large
the vegetation on the salt marsh to populate it and
group of 25 volunteers arrived at the Essex
Wildlife Trust’s Two Tree Island Reserve at Leigh- provide a stable base, all of which plays a large
on-Sea to commence our annual visit. The reason role in the aquatic food web and the delivery of
nutrients to coastal waters. It is also a very
for this being that, sadly, the warden of the
important habitat for many species of animals,
reserve, Mark Bridges, who had overseen our
particularly birds, and provides coastal protection.
work for many years would shortly be retiring.
However, it also provided us with the opportunity At lunchtime, during a break for refreshments, the
volunteers presented Mark with a card to wish him
to be introduced to new warden, Stephen Neale,
who joined Mark in making us feel very welcome. well in his retirement. It was then back to work to

The volunteers at the Dawes Heath Nature
Reserve had worked hard to utilise the brash from
coppiced hazel and chestnut trees by making
them into faggots (long bundles of brash tied at
each end). In previous years these have been tied
using plastic string but in an effort to be more
ecologically friendly this year coir string was used
making the whole project even more eco-friendly
as it uses wood from a sustainable local source
and also has the benefit of being without cost.
The Dawes Heath team had excelled themselves
this year, providing 160 faggots and stakes for
pinning them into position. Unfortunately, due to
the theft of the ride-on mower and trailer from the
reserve shortly before our visit the faggots and
stakes had to be manually moved from the
storage area to the banks which meant a lot of
effort. After donning waders the rest of the team

complete the task before the tide rolled in! After
the customary cleaning of the muddy waders (and
the volunteers) together with a quick change of
clothes we adjourned to a local cafe for much
deserved ice creams.
Our work at this reserve has been continuing for
many years and we have gained a lot of
experience in the methodology involved. It is
satisfying to note that our efforts do produce
excellent results in helping to maintain the salt
marsh. Both Mark and Stephen expressed their
appreciation of our work and look forward to our
returning again next year.

DEREK MEAKIN - 24th November, 1927 - 15th July, 2018
The EFCV were saddened to learn of the passing of long-serving member Derek Meakin this
summer. Kevin Mason pays tribute to Derek, pictured on a task around 2001:
Derek cared passionately about the forest and was always keen to do whatever he could to
help with its management. Derek was on the EFCV committee for over 20 years and took over
as chair from his son Keith. He stepped down on 6th March, 2001.
In his time on the committee and as chairman he liaised very closely with the forest verderers, especially Richard Morris, and was also the EFCV representative on the committee of The
Friends of Epping Forest.
Through his contacts with the Wanstead and Woodford Rotary group he got the EFCV involved in activities outside of the forest. In 1998 over several tasks we planted up the garden
at the Plane Tree Centre at Whipps Cross Hospital and regularly entered a team in the Rotary
charity quiz night. We did not win anything but it was an enjoyable social night out. He also
volunteered, with Elke Taylor and Len Dewell, at Warley Place restoring the garden there and
organised EFCV awayday tasks at Warley. He also organised social visits to the gardens.
Derek was a regular task leader taking the initiative to organise ‘mega tasks’ on consecutive
days over a weekend - the easy access path at High Beech is one that comes to mind.

He also organised ‘try your hand at conservation’ days at Connaught Waters on 4th and 25th
October 1998 and 3rd January 1999 and at Deershelter Plain on 18th October 1998, where we
set up an information stand in Broadstrood Car Park. Over the four days 121 volunteers attended and we recruited a lot of new members.
A favourite area of the forest for Derek was Rushey Plain at the High Beach end where we
worked on numerous occasions clearing birch and restoring the plain. We had several Christmas tasks there including our 25th birthday task, and in October 2000 our contribution to the
nationwide ‘Make a Difference’ campaign saw 36 volunteers attend and the event covered in
the local press. The area we eventually cleared was unofficially known as Meakin Avenue in
recognition of the work Derek had put in.
In later years he only attended the midweek
tasks but would always help and give advice on
how to do conservation work, be it coppicing,
cutting and rolling bramble or lighting the bonfire. He always insisted that we left the site as
tidy as possible.
He hosted an emergency first aid training evening - he was concerned we did not have the
right training - and a summer BBQ for the volunteers was also held in Derek’s back garden.
The last task he attended was at Honey Lane on
16th December 2012 at the age of 85. He had
only given up chain sawing three years earlier!

This article is based on summarised extracts from Ken Adams’ extensive survey for the Epping
Forest Ecology Department titled “The Topology & Vegetational History of Some Epping Forest
Sphagnum Bogs”. He has surveyed these bogs intermittently since 1976 and all EFCV’s bog
tasks this summer and in previous years have been based on his recommendations.
Epping Forest bogs arise in four main ways. First,
where there is enough daylight and water supply is
good, heads of streams issuing over clays or loams at
the base of overlying sands or gravels, such as Dulsmead Hollow and Upper Wake Valley bogs. Second,
along streams where trees have fallen, rotted and
dropped to block the channel, causing water to pond
back allowing silt to accumulate behind, such as the
Main Oak Hill Bog. Third, as in Jack's Hill Bog North,
and North and South Lodge Road Bogs, where roads
form an almost permanent barrier. Rotten tree barriers eventually give way unless there is a succession of
tree dams, as at Oak Hill. Positioning tree trunks across
streams is a way of artificially creating bogs. Adding
additional tree barriers can safeguard existing bogs.
Fourth, on wet heathland where a leachage iron pan
has developed creating a perched water table as found
in small areas on Sunshine plain and Long Running.
The most interesting plants on these sites develop in
ruts created by vehicles in winter or by cattle or deer
forming sunken tracks. By tapping into the water table
these ruts remain moist in summer droughts.

Excessive summer droughts in the early 1990s finished
off several bogs, and the extended heatwave this year
will take a toll. However, Sphagnum fallax survives at
Oak Hill (pictured bottom left).
THE IMPORTANCE OF THE EPPING FOREST BOGS
In 1974 the Flora of Essex was published. Since then,
there have been dramatic cases of species extinctions,
particularly of higher plants and ferns, and remaining
colonies of some species in Epping Forest now take on
a new rarity.
MARSH FERN - this has been lost recently from all its
Essex localities except Gernon Bushes. However, in
1973 clumps were planted in Lodge Road Bog North,
Thames Valley East, Oak Hill West, Coploe Trench, and
Upper Wake Valley Bog. It has now been lost from all
of these except the last two, as pictured below.

Unfortunately, since surveys began in 1976 several
bogs have lost their Sphagna and either dried up, been
shaded out by trees, or invaded by bracken or bramble. The demise of many pollards mean vast numbers
of young trees developed around, and in some cases in
the bogs, shading them out and sucking up the water.

ROUND-LEAVED SUNDEW - apart from a tiny colony at
Hothfield in Kent this plant is now extinct in Kent,
Herts, Middx, Suffolk and Essex apart from the colony
in Lodge Road Bog North. It has gone from the Ditches
Ride north of Coppice Row and has not been seen on
either Sunshine Plain North or South for many years.
'COMMON' COTTON GRASS - this plant is again being
lost from sites in Eastern England. It has now gone
from Middx, Herts, and Suffolk and in Essex is only
known on Sunshine Plain North, an introduced site on
Long Running, and the large colony in the centre of
Lodge Road Bog North.

Bog Standards (continued)…
WOOD HORSETAIL - the large populations on Galleywood Common and in South Weald Park have now
been lost, as have most of the other tiny colonies in
Essex, including the High Beach colony, - leaving the
Thames Valley Main Bog colony as the last viable site.
It looked healthy in this view taken on a wet and cool
July day (below).

BOG PONDWEED - now lost from Jacks Hill Bog and
Strawberry Hill Gravel Workings and not seen recently
in an old gravel working just south of the Wake Arms
roundabout. It is now confined to Lodge Road Bog
North and intermittently in Lodge Road Bog South.
Otherwise the only other known location in Essex is
Tiptree Heath where the pond has now scrubbed
over .
MARSH ST. JOHN'S-WORT - this is a rare and endangered plant in Eastern England with but one site in
Suffolk and two in Kent. Many sites having been lost in
recent years. Only recent sighting in Essex was Wake
Valley Pond, and probably now gone .
MARSH VIOLET - discovered in the Upper Wake Valley
Bog in 1985. A good population survived until 2005
after which it vanished. EFCV dug up sedge from this
site recently in the hope that the violet will have space
to recover. Not recorded anywhere else in Essex since
1861.
Pictured below: Bog work during our summer tasks.
For more pictures see the website, for more details on
tasks, see following pages in this newsletter.

WATER HORSETAIL - although still widespread in Essex, its sites are being lost at an alarming rate. It has
also been lost in recent years at several sites in the
Forest including Goldings Hill Upper Pond (dredged
out), and Rat's Lane Bog (shaded out by trees). It is
seen in this view at Wake Valley (pictured below).

Ken Adams is BSBI, BBS and Essex Field Club: Higher
Plant, Fern and Bryophyte recorder for Essex. He coauthored the second Flora of Essex (1974) and is
working on the third Flora of the county.

SUMMARY OF TASKS - 15TH May to 26th August, 2018
Tuesday, 15th May, Leyton Flats
Peter Vaughan & Pat McFarlane (9 volunteers)
On a hot and sunny day, we cleared a variety of
deciduous small trees from two sites. opening up
gorse ,broom and heather, allowing more light and
benefit from less competition. Bare patches of soil
were scarified to encourage seed germination.

Sunday, 24th June, Wake Valley Bog
Brian McGhie & Mark Solomons (12)
To stop the bog drying out, we removed willow and
birch and cut bramble back as well as creating a new
dam.
Sunday, 1st July, Oak Hill Bog
Peter Smith & Neil Redgwell (10)
In temperatures of 31 degrees, we worked mainly in
the shade to remove bracken and bramble as well as
overhanging branches from fallen trees, which
increased light levels.

Sundays, 20th & 27th May, Grimston’s Oak Ride
20th: Ralph Boswell & John Fisher (15)
27th: Ralph Boswell & Spencer Cleminson (8)
Consecutive tasks removing a significant amount of
holly, birch and hornbeam. We came across a large
beech, tagged 11886, which was in a sorry state and, in Tuesday, 10th July, Kate’s Cellar
our opinion, could fall at any time.
Brian McGhie & Tim Charge (12)
After removing bracken, birch and willow, we realised
Sundays, 3rd and 10th June, Warren Hill
just how much heather there is here and recommend
3rd: John Fisher & Spencer Cleminson (8)
an annual task to keep on top of it.
10th: Kevin Mason & John Fisher (6)
Consecutive tasks. A glade close to Manor Road was
Sunday, 15th July, Dulsmead Hollow Bog
cleared of small sycamore saplings, of which there was Iona Kay & John Fisher (10)
an abundance, to try and encourage the endangered
We increased water levels by removing small trees,
broad leaved helleborine.
bracken and willow on the bank, allowing light to enter
and encouraging the growth of sphagnum moss.
Tuesday, 19th June, Gas Ride
Spencer Cleminson & Ralph Boswell (16)
TO READ MORE ABOUT WHY OUR BOG TASKS ARE SO
We were joined by a group from BT, one of whom had IMPORTANT, SEE KEN ADAMS’ REPORT IN THIS ISSUE.
travelled from Portsmouth and another from Sheffield.
There’s enthusiasm! A large area was cleared of small Sunday, 22nd July, Two Tree Island
trees to leave hawthorn and any trees with
Spencer Cleminson & Iona Kay (22)
honeysuckle attached.
See our special report on page three of this newsletter.

Pictured below - before and after our June 19th task at Gas Ride. Photos: Spencer Cleminson

Tuesday, 14th August, Jack’s Hill Bog South
Spencer Cleminson & Brian McGhie (11)
Willow around and in the bog was removed along with
Sunday, 29th July, Thames Valley Bog
small birch and beech. Once cleared, a large number of
Spencer Cleminson & Peter Smith (8)
First we had to remove a large oak branch from the ride southern hawkers appeared.
to allow forest users better passage. Then we cleared
large areas of invasive bracken inhibiting the growth of Sundays, 19th & 26th August, Lord’s Bushes
Kevin Mason & John Skerry (10 & 11)
wood horsetail and lady fern
New pollards created, hornbeam and birch regrowth
cut, taller versions felled and two beech trees haloed. A
Sunday,5th August, Oak Hill Bog
passer-by told us of a barn owl he’d seen nesting in one
Brian McGhie & Neil Redgwell (13)
Willow was cut back from the edge to stop it drying out of the old oak pollards and a hedgehog hibernating in a
log pile from a previous task. We also found two small
and dams created to keep the water in.
wild service trees which were marked.

SUMMARY OF TASKS (CONTINUED)

Pictured below: Working on Kate’s Cellar. Photos by Peter Smith

YOU’VE BEEN FRAMED, BRADLEY
Epping Forest has attracted artists, writers and
other culture vultures over the centuries but
the latest work to feature our ‘patch’ is, perhaps the most unusual - a painting of Bradley
Melton at his tea hut in High Beach. Lovingly
created by Chingford artist Martin Barrall, it
featured among exhibits at this year’s prestigious Royal Academy Summer Exhibition. Martin has been painting local scenes for 60 years
and some of his prints are available from
https://www.martinbarrall.com/

EFCV NOTICEBOARD
19/9/18 Royal Oak, King’s Head Hill, Kevin to book
25/10/18 Bald Faced Stag, Spencer to book
20/11/18 Robin Hood, Loughton - Ruth to book
23/01/18 Victoria Tavern, Loughton - Ralph to book

LOCAL EVENTS
Work Days at Gernon Bushes, Coopersale. Some
Tuesdays; info: Brian McGhie (01992 573514).
Work Days at Roding Valley Meadows. Meet
Tuesdays & Wednesdays 10am at Grange Farm, IG7
6DP (please note new venue). Info: 020 8500 3094.
Work Days with Epping Forest Countrycare.
Thursdays; call Countrycare on 01992 788203 for
details.
Epping Forest Visitor Centre Events or information
on Epping Forest events please call The View on 020
7332 1911.
Friends of Epping Forest Events. The Friends of
Epping Forest run a variety of walks in the area. For
further information please call Tricia Moxey (01277
364522) or www.friendsofeppingforest.org.uk

EPIPENS
f anyone uses an ‘EpiPen’ please can you let the
task leader know and bring a spare with you.

I
T

TETANUS INOCULATIONS
he soil in the forest can harbour tetanus and it is
therefore in everyone’s interests to ensure that
their anti-tetanus inoculation is up to date.

CHRISTMAS DINNER - DECEMBER 14TH
Yes, it’s that time of year already. This year’s festive
feast will at The Bull, Theydon Bois, on December
14th. Get there for 7.30pm for dinner at 8pm. If you
wish to attend, please pay a £10 deposit by October
1st to organiser, Ruth Moore, on 07852 668633.
Please let us know well in advance if you need a lift.

EDITOR’S ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
hank you to Spencer Cleminson for all his help,
guidance and contributions, to Kevin Mason,
Ken Adams and Peter Smith for words and pics,
Ralph Boswell and Brian McGhie for help behind the
scenes, Mark Dewell for putting this online and
Martin Barrall for permsiion to use his painting. And
to everyone else who helps. Please keep sending me
pictures and articles. Comments welcome.
EFCV TASK INFORMATION
EFCV COMMITTEE MEMBERS
e meet at 9.30am at The Warren, the City of
hairman – Brian McGhie; Treasurer – Kevin
London's Forest headquarters. This can be
Mason; Secretary – Ruth Moore. Other
accessed from the Epping New Road between the
members: Spencer Cleminson, Peter Smith, Mark
Warren Wood pub and the Robin Hood roundabout.
Solomons, Peter Vaughan.
The gate is manned from approximately 9.15am. We
aim to leave for the site promptly at 9.45am. If you
intend to go straight to the site, it is essential you
We don’t often run job vacancies on this page but
inform the task leader in advance, so we can bring
desperate times call for desperate measures. We
need someone who is brave, fearless, willing to
enough tools and equipment for everyone. Let the
step into the breach, sacrifice an evening every few
task leader know if you will need a lift to the site.
weeks and eat cake and drink tea with a bunch of
Wear old clothes and sturdy boots (preferably
men and women of like mind. Yes, we need a volreinforced), and bring refreshments. Hard hats,
unteer to join our committee. There are no initiation ceremonies, and you don’t have to remember
gloves and waders will be provided. On Sundays, we
a password. All you need is a sense of humour, a
usually return to The Warren at about 3.30pm; midsharp mind and the odd idea to help our group
week tasks tend to finish a little earlier. Help with
continue to prosper.
putting away the tools is always appreciated – please
If that is you, then get in
don’t always leave this to the same people. Please
touch with any current
advise task leaders of any medical conditions,
committee member for
more details.
including allergies, of which they should be aware.
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WE NEED YOU!

TASK LIST FOR WINTER 2018/19
Sunday, 7th October - Goldings Hill Inner Pond
Leaders: Kevin Mason & Brian McGhie
Coppicing willow and removing small trees around the
pond edge.
Parking: Goldings Hill CP. GR: TQ429982
Tuesday 16th October - Fairmead
Leaders: Spencer Cleminson & Peter Smith
Continuing previous tasks coppicing aspen and willow.
Parking: The Warren, Epping New Road. GR: TQ409957
Sunday, 21st October - Little Wake Valley East Pond
Leaders: Brian McGhie & Neil Redgwell
Remove fallen tree and crassula, from the pond and
rescuing water violet.
Parking: Mount Pleasant CP, Epping New Rd. GR:
TQ417981
Sunday, 28th October - Fairmead
Leaders: John Fisher & Steve Ford
All other details as in October 16 task.
Sunday, 4th November - Chingford Plain Wood
Leaders: Peter Smith & Ruth Moore
Thinning trees, creating pollards in strip of woodland
between the Plain and Jubilee Ride. Part of the wood
pasture restoration plan.
Parking: Bury Rd or Connaught Water CP. GR:
TQ405956

Sunday, 16th December - Gas Ride
Leaders: Kevin Mason, Ruth Moore & Peter Vaughan
Xmas BBQ task, recoppicing sparse scrub as part of Project Nightingale.
Parking: The Warren, Epping New Road. GR: TQ409957
Sunday, 23rd December - Long Running & Jacks Hill
Bog
Leaders: Spencer Cleminson & Brian McGhie
Thinning small saplings close to the car park as part of
the wood pasture restoration plan and removing birch
and grey willow. From the southern end.
Parking: Jacks Hill northern CP. GR: TQ35997
Sunday, 30th December - Lord’s Bushes
Leaders: Spencer Cleminson & Steve ford
Continuing August tasks to remove saplings and scrub.
Parking: Forest Edge (kerbside). GR: TQ416935
Sunday, 6th January 2019 - Long Running & Jacks Hill
Bog
Leaders: Brian McGhie & Neil Redgwell
Continuation of the 23rd December task.
Parking: Jacks Hill northern CP. GR: TQ435997
Tuesday, 15th January - Furze Ground Heath
Leaders: Brian McGhie & Neil Redgwell
Continuation of the 2nd December task with some medium birch removal.
Parking: Broadstrood CP, Goldings Hill. GR: TQ428987

Tuesday, 13th November - Upper Wake Valley Bog
Leaders: Brian McGhie & Spencer Cleminson
Continuing to remove bramble and pendula sedge from
June’s task at the site.
Parking: Wake Valley CP, Epping New Rd. GR:TQ423988

Sunday, 20th January - Barn Hoppitt/River Ching
Leaders: Kevin Mason & Ruth Moore
Working alongside the Ching, removing small trees and
shrub to create glades and open flight areas for bats.
Parking: Barn Hoppitt CP, Rangers road. GR: TQ398947

Sunday, 18th November - Chingford Plain Wood
Leaders:: Peter Smith & Brian McGhie
Details the same as November 4th task.

Sunday, 27th January - Barn Hoppitt/River Ching
Leaders: Peter Smith & Iona Kay
All other details as in the task above.
============================================
Contact Details: Task Leaders & Committee Members:

Sunday, 25th November - Gas Ride
Leaders: Iona Kay & John Fisher
Re-coppicing sparse scrub as part of Project Nighingale. Tim Charge 020 8801 6923
Parking: The Warren, Epping New Road. GR: TQ409957 Spencer Cleminson 07748 530467
John Fisher 020 8249 1816
Sunday, 2nd December - Furze Ground Heath
Iona Kay 07769 892369
Leaders: Brian McGhie & Neil Redgwell
Kevin Mason 020 8529 9273
Important lowland heath site for reptiles.. We will be
Brian McGhie 01992 573514
brushcutting and raking bramble and removing small
Ruth Moore 07852 668633
trees.
Neil Redgwell 07873 219207
Parking: Broadstrood CP, Goldings Hill. GR: TQ428987
Mark Solomons 07710 907234
Peter Smith 0208 989 9890
Tuesday, 11th December - Deershelter Plain
Peter Vaughan 0208 590 0879
Leaders: Spencer Cleminson & Brian McGhie
*Work featured in a majority of tasks forms part of the
Removing birch regrowth to prevent competition and
City of London’s Higher Level Stewardship wood passhade areas of heather.
ture restoration plan.
Parking: Broadstrood CP, Goldings Hill. GR: TQ428987

